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Introduction
This report aims to offer you a detailed glimpse into Dan Sample's current strengths and weaknesses. It allows
you to explore his potential fit with the Demo Company - Customer Service position by covering the main
aspects of his personality and skill set as they pertain to this position. Aside from helping you make an
informed placement decision, the report will also provide additional tips to facilitate his continued
development.

The Demo Company Customer Services Assessment includes
Behaviour Section
Represents the behaviours that an individual exhibits in the company of others, which can often be
suggestive of their overall personality.
These characteristics are illustrated with a scale that covers the range between the two polar opposite
behavioural patterns for each particular trait.
A higher score is not necessarily better than a lower one.

Cognitive Section
Indicates the degree to which an individual is comfortable working with various types of cognitive
processes.
This part covers quantifiable skill sets that can be graded on a 1 to 10 scale.
Keep in mind that different positions may require vastly different abilities.

Interests Section
Shares the main interest themes that are associated with the individual, listed in order of preference.
These reflect the types of activities that the individual will be most inspired and motivated by.
They can be juxtaposed and compared with the interest themes that are typically associated with the
specified position.

Please note that the results of this, or any assessment, should never be used to make up more than one third
of the final decision.
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Reading the graphs
1 Scale elements
Each of the candidate's scores will be rendered on a scale of 1 to 10. The blue elements represent the
desired benchmark for this particular position and will always appear grouped together. Elements
outside this range are shown in light grey.

The arrow points to the user's score. It can land anywhere on the scale and will change color in
accordance to its position relative to the desired benchmark. If it ends up within the allocated range, it
will be colored green. Orange is close, but just outside the benchmark's range, while Red is quite far
from the job's specifications.

2 Matching percentages
Percentages are shown on a colored background that will aid you in quickly "reading" the data. The
colors range from a warm green for high match rates to a purple and red shade for lower match rates.
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Dan Sample - Demo Company -

Summary
87.93%

76.8%

Customer Service

Overall Match
1

Behaviour Section
1

2

3

4

5

6

2

3
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6

7

8

9

8

9

Conscientiousness
Tenacity
Customer Focus
Assertiveness
Initiative
100%

2

Cognitive Section
1

10

Reasoning
Working With Numbers
Working With Words
86%

3

Interests Section
Top 3 Interests for

Top 3 Interests

Company Demo - Customer

for Dan Sample

Service
1

SOCIAL

1

CONVENTIONAL

2

CONVENTIONAL

2

SOCIAL

3

ENTERPRISING

3

ARTISTIC

The Distortion score for this assessment warrants a special alert due to abnormal statistical results. This
suggests that the candidate may have tried to influence the outcome of the assessment through disingenuous
answers in order to portray themself in a favourable light. The conclusions may thus not be truly
representative and should be used with caution.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Conscientiousness
Tendency to be thorough, organised and dependable.

EASY-GOING
CARELESS

EFFICIENT
ORGANISED

On the Conscientiousness dimension Dan is above the optimal range for this position. This suggests
that his decision-making and planning process involves less of a perspective of the "big picture" than the
position normally requires. Discussions should explore the possibility that the position could be somewhat
frustrating for him.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:
Have a work style that ordinarily focuses on accuracy and organisation.
Approach a job according to specified procedures.
Prefer working within structured guidelines.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Discuss, with Dan, ways to be more creative and spontaneous in his work. Try to assign him tasks that
will allow him to take a more unplanned approach to work.
Discuss with Dan the advantages of taking an unstructured approach to some work. Provide
opportunities for him to work on tasks using a free and open style, focused on innovation.
You should encourage Dan to jump into a task without a specific plan. Provide training activities that
offer ways to improve him spontaneity.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Tenacity
Tendency to be determined and to persevere.

RELAXED
ACCEPTING

DOGGED
DETERMINED

On the Tenacity dimension, Dan is above the designated score range for this position. This suggests that
his diligence and determination level is greater than the position typically requires. Discussions should explore
the possibility that the less goal-orientated nature of the position could be somewhat frustrating for him.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:
Approach the solving of most problems positively.
Be aware that setbacks to projects will occur and be prepared to overcome such a situation and finish
the project according to plan.
Maintain the motivation needed to complete tasks by keeping a focus on the intended purposes and
objectives.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Discuss, with Dan, the advantages and drawbacks of persevering in an idea or project that does not
seem very realistic or viable. Propose a series of methods for the assessment of tasks in which it is
worth investing time and effort.
Support Dan in capitalising on his capacity to find the longest possible list of alternative solutions to
solve the professional problems he is faced with. Help him to discover individual and group techniques
that might help him.
Show Dan your appreciation for his successful completion of professional tasks taken on, set new
professional targets to stimulate his interest and indicate the rewards and bonuses related to them.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Customer Focus
The capacity to anticipate and understand client needs. Uses diplomacy in solving any difficult situations. Has
manners in relation to clients.

WITHDRAWN
DISTANT

FRIENDLY
DIPLOMATIC

Dan's score on this dimension fits in the benchmark for Demo Company - Customer Service.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:

Truly believe that what others say is true and genuine even if there is evidence to the contrary. Show no
suspicion towards the intentions of other people and strongly believe people are honest.
Make a conscious effort to be diplomatic to customers, sometimes saying things they believe the
customer wants to hear. Avoid conflict and inconvenience in how they present themselves to others.
Be open to changes, so much so that others may feel that it is a challenge to keep up with them when
they suggest new approaches to getting results. Be pleased with new ideas, concepts and ways of
improving the way they work. Be open to innovation.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Dan shows such a high level of trust in the motivations of others that he might be seen as naive by
some customers. In order for others not to take advantage of him, he might benefit from directions on
how to approach a manipulative customer. Additionally, if lack of experience in this position constitutes
a problem, he will benefit from the experience of real-life situations in due course.
By putting so great an emphasis on tactfulness and refinement in communication, Dan might lose sight
of the practical side of more open communication. Try to balance his talent in diplomacy with the
abilities needed to communicate more directly and specifically, when the need arises. Collaborating
with a co-worker who has achieved this balance could provide the necessary training.
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Dan has achieved a very high score on the Customer Focus dimension, which is admirable and
impressive but may have the disadvantage of too much compassion for the feelings of the customer.
He might need training in client service procedures including the principles of professionalism in his
field of work.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Assertiveness
The tendency to communicate clearly, respectfully and directly their own opinions or needs, or those of the
people they represent, while showing understanding, respect and compassion for the opinions or needs of the
other person, if they are at odds.

PASSIVE
CHALLENGING

STRAIGHTFORWARD
FORTHRIGHT

On the Assertiveness dimension, Dan scored outside the optimal range for this particular position. The
result suggests that this personality trait is not at the level normally required by this position and discussions
should clarify expectations and build a development plan.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:
Communicate their position or needs directly and respectfully, resorting to other communication styles
only if assessing them to be strictly necessary in achieving goals.
Understand and respect the needs and opinions of others but only accept them after assessing them
based on their own well-established criteria.
Show empathy and understanding and practice active listening when needed, but may adopt other
types of behavior in crisis situations, for major goals or when this is the shortest way to a critical result.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Look for ways for Dan's behaviour to be cascaded to other people. Encourage Dan to maintain these
behaviours, including acting as a mentor for other co-workers.
Encourage the continuity of Dan's approach and support him to improve in other fields, not just
assertive behaviour.
Support Dan's continual development and, if needed, identify ways for a more substantial contribution
to team success.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Initiative
The tendency to anticipate the progress desired by the organisation, to look for solutions and answers and act
all the way towards achieving the goals of the company, without an express request in this regard

REACTIVE
STATIC

PROACTIVE
ACTIVE

On the Initiative dimension, Dan achieved a score that is above the optimum range for this position. This
suggests that Dan can sometimes be inclined to exceed organisational limits on autonomy or to act before
analysing the potential unforeseen consequences of his initiatives. Discussions with him should explore his
willingness to adapt to organisational requirements.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:
Quickly anticipate the optimal directions for action, often without taking into account the existence or
objective necessity of the proposed action processes.
Look for solutions or responses without an expressed request and often without a present objective
need, taking immediate measures to mobilize the necessary resources, which can result in them and
their co-workers being overloaded.
Act to implement desired solutions without analyzing opportunity and often wasting organization
resources on results that have a minor impact.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Develop, together with Dan and with reference to the position held, a framework for the assessment of
the objective need for action, which would make it obligatory to conduct re-assessment between
developing a solution and putting it to action.
Find for Dan the optimal forms of training so that he can develop quick and objective opportunity
analyses that he should perform before requesting or mobilising organisational resources.
Develop a framework of limits on decisions and actions within which Dan should always be confined;
ensure adequate forms of professional development through which he should only make the decisions
that do not affect other work units within the organisation.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Interests Section 86%

Cognitive Section 100%

Reasoning
Understanding ideas expressed by using reasoning and logic.
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Dan's score on this dimension fits in the benchmark for Demo Company - Customer Service.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:

Be effective when approaching a problem using logic and reasoning.
Find all but the most complex problems solvable using their logical approach.
Be able to use their reasoning skills to solve problems without outside assistance.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Dan may become frustrated by the attempts of others to understand his reasoning. Provide your
advice on how to communicate ideas in a manner consistent with the reasoning ability of others.
While capable of processing abstract information and making decisions based on such information, be
aware of any frustration Dan may experience when working with others with different ability levels.
Coach him on appropriate techniques to improve understanding by others.
If Dan experiences frustration in expressing ideas and reasoning with others, suggest that he makes
his meaning more clear. Provide training as needed.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Interests Section 86%

Cognitive Section 100%

Working With Numbers
The ability to understand numerical expressions of ideas and correctly calculate results from numerical
problems.
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Dan's score on this dimension fits in the benchmark for Demo Company - Customer Service.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:

Approach tasks that require numerical reasoning and analysis with proficiency.
Find they are quite comfortable working with numerical data.
Want the autonomy to use their numerical skills without outside interference or assistance.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Dan may become frustrated with those who are not as proficient in processing numerical information.
Pay attention to his feelings, but relate the necessity of helping others develop an understanding of
relevant information.
Dan may express frustration with those who are not as proficient with numerical data. Pay attention to
his feelings, but relate the necessity of being diligent in helping others understand any
communications.
When Dan is under stress it may be necessary to observe his patience with peers who have a lower
numerical ability level.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Interests Section 86%

Cognitive Section 100%

Working With Words
The ability to use words and phrases as a method for understanding a concept or perspective.
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Dan's score on this dimension fits in the benchmark for Demo Company - Customer Service.

Behavioural Insights
Individuals with similar results will typically:

Approach to tasks requiring the use of language with confidence.
Be quite comfortable working with verbal data.
Enjoy working on solving problems by using their strong verbal abilities.

Coaching and Development Suggestions
Dan has a high level of verbal skill. Monitor his performance in this area, giving feedback and examples
of communication styles that adapt to the level of others.
While capable of assimilating most verbal information well, provide Dan with feedback concerning his
ability to make that information understandable to workers of all verbal skill levels.
Although capable of using advanced vocabulary, suggest actively listening to others so that Dan knows
he has communicated to them at the appropriate level.
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Overall 87%

Behaviour Section 76%

Cognitive Section 100%

Interests Section 86%

Interests Section
Research demonstrates that there are six basic interest themes that define work-related activities. The
responses given so far by the candidate have yielded the following interest areas, listed in order of importance
to the individual. You can compare their results with the interest themes that are generally associated with the
Dem Company - Customer Service Position.

Top 3 Interests for
Demo Company Customer
Service

Top 3 Interests
for Dan Sample

Position
SOCIAL

1

1

CONVENTIONAL

CONVENTIONAL

2

2

SOCIAL

ENTERPRISING

3

3

ARTISTIC

REALISTIC

4

4

INVESTIGATIVE

INVESTIGATIVE

5

5

ENTERPRISING

ARTISTIC

6

6

REALISTIC
Low

Medium

High

What is Dan Sample most interested in?
1

CONVENTIONAL

2

SOCIAL

3

ARTISTIC

Conservative thinkers who

Individuals who enjoy helping

Creative individuals who tend

appreciate order and detail in

others and building

to be expressive. They are

their pursuits and activities.

relationships. They are

typically comfortable working

cooperative and patient with

with ideas and concepts.

others.
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